
Exam : Computer Science and Engineering
 

Q1: 
 

 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q2: 
 

 
⚪  a)   10

 ⚪  b)   15
 ⚪  c)   20
 ⚪  d)   25

Q3: 
 

 
⚪  a)   

 

⚪  b)   
 ⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q4: 
 

 
⚪  a)   

 

⚪  b)   
 

⚪  c)   
 

⚪  d)   

Q5: The system x+y+z=4,x+2y+3z=3,2x+3y+4z=k will have infinitely many solutions, provided k=
  

⚪  a)   4
 ⚪  b)   5
 ⚪  c)   6
 ⚪  d)   7



Q6: 
 

 
⚪  a)   0

 ⚪  b)   1
 ⚪  c)   2
 ⚪  d)   3

Q7: 
 

 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 ⚪  c)   
 

⚪  d)   

Q8: 
 

 
⚪  a)   0.5

 ⚪  b)   0.6
 ⚪  c)   0.7
 ⚪  d)   0.8

Q9: 
 

 
⚪  a)   

 

⚪  b)   
 

⚪  c)   
 

⚪  d)   

Q10: 
 

 
⚪  a)   5

 ⚪  b)   25
 ⚪  c)   1

 ⚪  d)   10



Q11: Given an arbitrary non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) with N states, the maximum number of states in an
equivalent minimized DFA is at least.

  
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q12: 

 

 
⚪  a)   -1001

 ⚪  b)   -11010
 ⚪  c)   -10101
 ⚪  d)   -10100

Q13: A linker is given object modules for a set of programs that were compiled separately. What information need to be
included in an object module?

  
⚪  a)   Object code

 ⚪  b)   Relocation bits
 ⚪  c)   Names and locations of all external symbols defined in the object module

 ⚪  d)   Absolute addresses of internal symbols

Q14: The height of a tree is the length of the longest root-to-leaf path in it. What are the maximum and minimum number of
nodes in a binary tree of height 5?

  
⚪  a)   63 and 6

 ⚪  b)   64 and 5
 ⚪  c)   32 and 6
 ⚪  d)   31 and 5

Q15: A file system with 300 GByte uses a file descriptor with 8 direct block address, 1 indirect block address and 1 doubly
indirect block address. The size of each disk block is 128 Bytes and the size of each disk block address is 8 Bytes. What is
the maximum possible file size in this file system?

  
⚪  a)   3 Kbytes

 ⚪  b)   35 Kbytes
 ⚪  c)   280 Bytes
 ⚪  d)   Dependent on the size of the disk

Q16: In a packet switching network, packets are routed from source to destination along a single path having two
intermediate nodes. If the message size is 24 bytes and each packet contains a header of 3 bytes, then the optimum packet
size is:

  
⚪  a)   4

 ⚪  b)   6
 



⚪  c)   7
 ⚪  d)   9

Q17: 

 

 
⚪  a)   Compiler Error: Array index out of bound

 ⚪  b)   The always prints 0 five times 
 ⚪  c)   The program always crashes

 ⚪  d)   The program may print 0 five times followed by garbage value, or may crash if address (arr+5) is invalid.

Q18: The SLR parser parsing table construction uses the following rules:
  

⚪  a)   action, goto entries 
 ⚪  b)   action, error 

 ⚪  c)   error, shift 
 ⚪  d)   action, shift

Q19: If a denormalization situation exists with a many-to-many or associative binary relationship, which of the following is
true?

  
⚪  a)   All fields are stored in one relation

 ⚪  b)   All fields are stored in two relations
 ⚪  c)   All fields are stored in three relations
 ⚪  d)   All fields are stored in four relations

Q20: 

 

 
⚪  a)   Both {f} and {g} are functionally complete

 ⚪  b)   Only {f} is functionally complete
 ⚪  c)   Only {g} is functionally complete
 ⚪  d)   Neither {f} nor {g} is functionally complete

Q21: The address mapping done when the program is initially loaded is known as?



 
⚪  a)   Relocation

 ⚪  b)   Dynamic relocation
 ⚪  c)   Static relocation

 ⚪  d)   Executable relocation

Q22: The smallest finite automaton which accepts the language {x | length of x is divisible by 3} has the following number
of states.

  
⚪  a)   2 States

 ⚪  b)   3 States
 ⚪  c)   4 States
 ⚪  d)   5 States

Q23: Which of the following cannot be used to create Interrupt in running process?
  

⚪  a)   Disk
 ⚪  b)   Timer

 ⚪  c)   Scheduler process
 ⚪  d)   Power failure

Q24: If a class B network on the Internet has a subnet mask of 255.255.248.0, what is the maximum number of hosts per
subnet?

  
⚪  a)   1022

 ⚪  b)   1023
 ⚪  c)   2046
 ⚪  d)   2047

Q25: 
 

 
⚪  a)   4 3 2 1

 ⚪  b)   1 2 3 4
 ⚪  c)   0 0 0 0
 ⚪  d)   Compiler Error

Q26: Predictive parser is one kind of ______________ parser.
  



⚪  a)   shift reduce
 ⚪  b)   recursive descent

 ⚪  c)   bottom-up
 ⚪  d)   top-down

Q27: Consider a sorted array of n numbers. What would be the time complexity of the best-known algorithm to find a pair 'a
and b' such that |a-b| = k, k being a positive integer?

  
⚪  a)   O(nlog n)

 ⚪  b)   O(n^2)
 ⚪  c)   O(n)

 ⚪  d)   O(logn)

Q28: Which of the following is the decimal equivalent of the excess-3 number 110010100011.01110101?
  

⚪  a)   970.42
 ⚪  b)   1253.75

 ⚪  c)   861.75
 ⚪  d)   3132.87

Q29: Which of the following DMA transfer modes and interrupt handling mechanisms will enable the highest I/O band-
width? 
 
⚪  a)   Transparent DMA and Polling interrupts

 ⚪  b)   Block transfer and Vectored interrupts
 ⚪  c)   Cycle-stealing and Vectored interrupts
 ⚪  d)   Block transfer and Polling interrupts

Q30: Which technique helps processor to run a program concurrently with input output operations?
  

⚪  a)   IOP
 ⚪  b)   DMA

 ⚪  c)   Interrupt driven I/O
 ⚪  d)   DCA

Q31: 
 

 
⚪  a)   Compiler Error

 ⚪  b)   Runtime Error
 



⚪  c)   0
 ⚪  d)   1

Q32: 

 

 
⚪  a)   8

 ⚪  b)   14
 ⚪  c)   15
 ⚪  d)   48

Q33: In a system with 32-bit virtual addresses and 1 KB page size, use of one-level page tables for virtual to physical
address translation is not practical because of the following reason.

  
⚪  a)   The large amount of internal fragmentation

 ⚪  b)   The large amount of external fragmentation
 ⚪  c)   The large memory overhead in maintaining page tables

 ⚪  d)   The large computation overhead in the translation process

Q34: 

 

 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q35: What does the following function do?
 int fun(unsigned int n)

 {
 if (n == 0 || n == 1)

 return n;
 if (n%3!= 0)

 return 0;
 return fun(n/3);

 }
  

 
⚪  a)   It returns 1 when n is a multiple of 3, otherwise returns 0

 ⚪  b)   It returns 0 when n is a power of 3, otherwise returns 1
 ⚪  c)   It returns 0 when n is a multiple of 3, otherwise returns 1

 ⚪  d)   It returns 1 when n is a power of 3, otherwise returns 0

Q36: What is the canonical sum of product form of the function y(A,B) = A + B.



 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q37: A cache line is 64 bytes. The main memory has latency 32 ns and bandwidth 1 GBytes/s. The time required to fetch
the entire cache line from the main memory is

  
⚪  a)   32 ns

 ⚪  b)   64 ns
 ⚪  c)   96 ns
 ⚪  d)   128 ns

Q38: 

 

 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q39: The message 11001001 is to be transmitted using the CRC polynomial x^3 + 1 to protect it from errors. The message
that should be transmitted is:

  
⚪  a)   11001001000

 ⚪  b)   11001001011
 ⚪  c)   11001010

 ⚪  d)   110010010011

Q40: 



 

 
⚪  a)   135

 ⚪  b)   +INF
 ⚪  c)   - 121
 ⚪  d)   - 8

Q41: Let L1 be a recursive language, and let L2 be a recursively enumerable but not a recursive language. Which one of the
following is TRUE? 
L1' --> Complement of L1

 L2' --> Complement of L2 
  

 
⚪  a)   L1' is recursive and L2' is recursively enumerable

 ⚪  b)   L1' is recursive and L2' is not recursively enumerable
 ⚪  c)   L1' and L2' are recursively enumerable

 ⚪  d)   L1' is recursively enumerable and L2' is recursive

Q42: What is the minimum number of NAND gates required to implement a 2-input EXCLUSIVE-OR function without
using any other logic gate?

  
⚪  a)   3

 ⚪  b)   5
 ⚪  c)   4
 ⚪  d)   6

Q43: Suppose we are sorting an array of eight integers using heapsort, and we have just finished some heapify (either
maxheapify or minheapify) operations. The array now looks like this: 16 14 15 10 12 27 28. How many heapify operations
have been performed on root of heap?

  
⚪  a)   1

 ⚪  b)   2
 ⚪  c)   3 or 4

 ⚪  d)   5 or 6

Q44: Which of the following statements are true? 
 I. Shortest job first scheduling may cause starvation

 II. Preemptive scheduling may cause starvation
 III. Round robin is better than FCFS in terms of response time

 



 
 
⚪  a)   I only

 ⚪  b)   I and III only
 ⚪  c)   II and III only
 ⚪  d)   I, II and III

Q45: Which of the following algorithm can be used to efficiently calculate single source shortest paths in a Directed Acyclic
Graph?

  
⚪  a)   Dijkstra

 ⚪  b)   Bellman-Ford
 ⚪  c)   Topological Sort

 ⚪  d)   Strongly Connected Component

Q46: Carefully observe the relational schema given below, and select one of the following that would violate the 2NF
property?

 Student (Register_No, Name, Phone, Branch, Course_No, Course_Name)
  

 
⚪  a)   Register_No, Name

 ⚪  b)   Course_No, Course_Name
 ⚪  c)   Register_No, Phone

 ⚪  d)   Phone, Branch

Q47: How many bits are allocated for network id (NID) and host id (HID) in the IP address 25.193.155.233?
  

⚪  a)   24 bits for NID, 8 bits for HID
 ⚪  b)   8 bits for NID, 24 bits for HID
 ⚪  c)   16 bits for NID, 16 bits for HID
 ⚪  d)   8 bits for NID, 16 bits for HID

Q48: 

 

 
⚪  a)   2 to 4 line

 ⚪  b)   3 to 8 line
 ⚪  c)   4 to 16 line
 ⚪  d)   5 to 32 line

Q49: In unit testing of a module, it is found that for a set of test data, at the maximum 90% of the code alone were tested
with the probability of success 0.9. The reliability of the module is?

  
⚪  a)   Greater than 0.9

 ⚪  b)   Equal to 0.9
 ⚪  c)   Atmost 0.81
 ⚪  d)   Atleast 0.81



Q50: 
 

 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q51: 
 

 
⚪  a)   The length of every string produced by this grammar is even

 ⚪  b)   No string produced by this grammar has three consecutive a's
 ⚪  c)   The length of substring produced by B is always odd

 ⚪  d)   No string produced by this grammar has four consecutive b's

Q52: The location to return to, from the subroutine is stored in which of the following?
  

⚪  a)   TLB
 ⚪  b)   PC

 ⚪  c)   MAR
 ⚪  d)   Stack Pointer

Q53: Consider a disk system with 100 cylinders. The requests to access the cylinders occur in following sequence: 4, 34, 10,
7, 19, 73, 2, 15, 6, 20

 Assuming that the head is currently at cylinder 50, what is the time taken to satisfy all requests if it takes 1ms to move from
one cylinder to adjacent one and shortest seek time first policy is used? 

  
 
⚪  a)   95 ms

 ⚪  b)   119 ms
 ⚪  c)   233 ms
 ⚪  d)   276 ms

Q54: The order of an internal node in a B+ tree index is the maximum number of children it can have. Suppose that a child
pointer takes 6 bytes, the search field value takes 14 bytes, and the block size is 512 bytes. What is the order of the internal
node?

  
⚪  a)   24

 ⚪  b)   25
 ⚪  c)   26
 ⚪  d)   27



Q55: If 5 files are transferred from server A to client B in the same session. The number of TCP connection between A and
B is

  
⚪  a)   5

 ⚪  b)   10
 ⚪  c)   2

 ⚪  d)   6

Q56: What is the return type of malloc() or calloc()?
  

⚪  a)   void *
 ⚪  b)   Pointer of allocated memory type

 ⚪  c)   void **
 ⚪  d)   int *

Q57: How many two input AND gates and two input OR gates are required to realize Y = BD + CE + AB?
  

⚪  a)   1, 1
 ⚪  b)   4, 2
 ⚪  c)   3, 2
 ⚪  d)   2, 3

Q58: 
 

 
⚪  a)   0 4 
⚪  b)   13 4

 ⚪  c)   Compiler Error
 ⚪  d)   12 4

Q59: In a file which contains 1 million records and the order of the tree is 100, then what is the maximum number of nodes
to be accessed if B+ tree index is used?

  
⚪  a)   5

 ⚪  b)   4
 ⚪  c)   3
 ⚪  d)   10

Q60: Consider the regular expression (a + b) (a + b) . . . (a + b) (n-times). The minimum number of states in finite
automaton that recognizes the language represented by this regular expression contains

  
⚪  a)   n states



⚪  b)   n+1 states
 ⚪  c)   n+2 states
 ⚪  d)   2n states

Q61: 
 

 
⚪  a)   5

 ⚪  b)   40
 ⚪  c)   55
 ⚪  d)   15

Q62: Consider a situation where swap operation is very costly. Which of the following sorting algorithms should be
preferred so that the number of swap operations are minimized in general?

  
⚪  a)   Heap Sort

 ⚪  b)   Selection Sort
 ⚪  c)   Insertion Sort
 ⚪  d)   Merge Sort

Q63: Which of the following transport layer protocols is used to support electronic mail?
  

⚪  a)   SMTP
 ⚪  b)   IP

 ⚪  c)   TCP
 ⚪  d)   UDP

Q64: 
 

 
⚪  a)   7 6 5

 ⚪  b)   5 6 7
 ⚪  c)   7 7 7
 ⚪  d)   Compiler Dependent



Q65: Which languages necessarily need heap allocation in the runtime environment?
  

⚪  a)   Those that support recursion
 ⚪  b)   Those that use dynamic scoping

 ⚪  c)   Those that allow dynamic data structures
 ⚪  d)   Those that use global variables

Q66: 
 

 
⚪  a)   Independent of one variable.

 ⚪  b)   Independent of two variables.
 ⚪  c)   Independent of three variables.
 ⚪  d)   Dependent on all the variables

Q67: The data blocks of a very large file in the Unix file system are allocated using which of the following allocation?
  

⚪  a)   contiguous allocation
 ⚪  b)   linked allocation

 ⚪  c)   indexed allocation
 ⚪  d)   an extension of indexed allocation

Q68: 
 

 
⚪  a)   Type -3 Grammar

 ⚪  b)   Type -2 Grammar
 ⚪  c)   Type -1 Grammar
 ⚪  d)   Type -0 Grammar

Q69: A CPU has 24-bit instruction program starts at address 300 (in decimal). Which one of the following is a legal
program counter (all values in decimal)?

  
⚪  a)   400

 ⚪  b)   500
 ⚪  c)   600
 ⚪  d)   700

Q70: The directory can be viewed as ________ that translates filenames into their directory entries.
  

⚪  a)   Symbol table
 ⚪  b)   Partition

 ⚪  c)   Swap space
 ⚪  d)   Cache



Q71: 
 

 
⚪  a)   32

 ⚪  b)   0
 ⚪  c)   26
 ⚪  d)   50

Q72: The identification of common sub-expression and replacement of run time computations by compile time computation
is known as:

  
⚪  a)   Local Optimization

 ⚪  b)   Loop Optimization
 ⚪  c)   Constant Folding

 ⚪  d)   Data Flow Analysis

Q73: At a particular time of computation, the value of a counting semaphore is 7.Then 20 P operations and 15 V operations
were completed on this semaphore.The resulting value of the semaphore is 

  
⚪  a)   42

 ⚪  b)   2
 ⚪  c)   7
 ⚪  d)   12

Q74: Suppose the round-trip propagation delay for a 10 Mbps Ethernet having 48-bit jamming signal is 46.4 ms. The
minimum frame size is: 

  
⚪  a)   94

 ⚪  b)   416
 ⚪  c)   464
 ⚪  d)   512

Q75: How many AND, OR and EXOR gates are required for the configuration of full adder?
  

⚪  a)   1, 2, 2
 ⚪  b)   2, 1, 2
 ⚪  c)   3, 1, 2
 ⚪  d)   4, 0, 1

Q76: Which of the following is correct recurrence of Binary Search?
  

⚪  a)   T(n) = 2T(n/2) + O(1) and T(1) = T(0) = O(1)
 ⚪  b)   T(n) = T(n-1) + O(1) and T(1) = T(0) = O(1)



⚪  c)   T(n) = T(n/2) + O(1) and T(1) = T(0) = O(1)
 ⚪  d)   T(n) = T(n-2) + O(1) and T(1) = T(0) = O(1)

Q77: A main memory unit with a capacity of 4 megabytes is built using 1M x 1-bit DRAM chips. Each DRAM chip has 1K
rows of cells with 1K cells in each row. The time taken for a single refresh operation is 100 nanoseconds. The time required
to perform one refresh operation on all the cells in the memory unit is

  
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   

Q78: Given the language L = {ab, aa, baa}, which of the following strings are in L*?
 1) abaabaaabaa

 2) aaaabaaaa
 3) baaaaabaaaab

 4) baaaaabaa
  

 
⚪  a)   1), 2) and 3)

 ⚪  b)   2), 3) and 4)
 ⚪  c)   1), 2) and 4)
 ⚪  d)   1), 3) and 4)

Q79: Consider a simple checkpointing protocol and the following set of operations in the log. 
 (start, T4); (write, T4, y, 2, 3); (start, T1); (commit, T4); (write, T1, z, 5, 7);

 (checkpoint);
 (start, T2); (write, T2, x, 1, 9); (commit, T2); (start, T3); (write, T3, z, 7, 2); 

If a crash happens now and the system tries to recover using both undo and redo operations, what are the contents of the
undo list and the redo list?

  
 
⚪  a)   Undo: T3, T1; Redo: T2

 ⚪  b)   Undo: T3, T1; Redo: T2, T4
 ⚪  c)   Undo: none; Redo: T2, T4, T3; T1

 ⚪  d)   Undo: T3, T1, T4; Redo: T2

Q80: Which of the following is true about the characteristics of abstract data types?
 i) It exports a type.

 ii) It exports a set of operations
  

 
⚪  a)   True, False

 ⚪  b)   True, True
 ⚪  c)   False, True
 ⚪  d)   False, False

Q81: 



 

 
⚪  a)   Linear hashing

 ⚪  b)   Extendible hashing
 ⚪  c)   B+ Tree

 ⚪  d)   Bit-mapped hashing

Q82: Which of the following are loaded into main memory when the computer is booted?
  

⚪  a)   internal command instructions
 ⚪  b)   external command instructions
 ⚪  c)   utility programs

 ⚪  d)   word processing instructions

Q83: The Graph that shows basic blocks and their successor relationship is called as:
  

⚪  a)   DAG
 ⚪  b)   Flow Graph

 ⚪  c)   Control Graph
 ⚪  d)   Hamiltonian Graph

Q84: 
 

 
⚪  a)   3

 ⚪  b)   5
 ⚪  c)   03
 ⚪  d)   05

Q85: In a depth-first traversal of a graph G with n vertices, k edges are marked as tree edges. The number of connected
components in G is?



 
⚪  a)   k

 ⚪  b)   k+1
 ⚪  c)   n - k - 1

 ⚪  d)   n - k

Q86: When mapping a binary many-to-many relationship into a relation, which of the following is true?
  

⚪  a)   One relation is created
 ⚪  b)   Two relations are created.

 ⚪  c)   Three relations are created.
 ⚪  d)   Four relations are created.

Q87: How many 3-to-8-line decoders with an enable input are needed to construct a 6-to-64 line decoder without using any
other logic gates?

  
⚪  a)   10

 ⚪  b)   9
 ⚪  c)   8
 ⚪  d)   7

Q88: The following program is to be tested for statement coverage:
 begin

 if (a== b) {S1; exit;}
 else if (c== d) {S2;}
 else {S3; exit;}

 S4;
 end 
 The test cases T1, T2, T3 and T4 given below are expressed in terms of the properties satisfied by the values of variables a,

b, c and d. The exact values are not given. 
T1: a,b, c and d are all equal

 T2: a, b, c and d are all distinct
 T3: a = b and c != d 

 T4: a != b and c = d 
 Which of the test suites given below ensures coverage of statements S1, S2, S3 and S4?

  
 
⚪  a)   T1, T2, T3

 ⚪  b)   T2, T4
 ⚪  c)   T3, T4
 ⚪  d)   T1, T2, T4

Q89: A RAM chip has a capacity of 1024 words of 8 bits each (1K x 8). The number of 2 x 4 decoders with enable line
needed to construct a 16K x 16 RAM from 1K x 8 RAM is

  
⚪  a)   4

 ⚪  b)   5
 ⚪  c)   6
 ⚪  d)   7

Q90: Which level of locking provides the highest degree of concurrency in a relational data base?
  

⚪  a)   Page
 



⚪  b)   Table
 ⚪  c)   Row

 ⚪  d)   Page, table and row level locking allow the same degree of concurrency

Q91: Consider an undirected random graph of eight vertices. The probability that there is an edge between a pair of vertices
is 1/2. What is the expected number of unordered cycles of length three?

  
⚪  a)   1/8

 ⚪  b)   1
 ⚪  c)   7
 ⚪  d)   8

Q92: 
 

 
⚪  a)   9 7 5 3 1

 ⚪  b)   Infinite Loop
 ⚪  c)   9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

 ⚪  d)   9 7 5 3

Q93: Consider the following database schedule with two transactions, T1 and T2.
 S = r2(X); r1(X); r2(Y); w1(X); r1(Y); w2(X); a1; a2;

 where ri(Z) denotes a read operation by transaction Ti on a variable Z, wi(Z) denotes a write operation by Ti on a variable Z
and ai denotes an abort by transaction Ti . Which one of the following statements about the above schedule is TRUE?

  
 
⚪  a)   S is non-recoverable

 ⚪  b)   S is recoverable, but has a cascading abort
 ⚪  c)   S is strict 

 ⚪  d)   S does not have a cascading abort

Q94: 
 

 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 



⚪  c)   
 

⚪  d)   

Q95: The distributed function approach to design client / server architectures:
  

⚪  a)   freshens up the delivery of existing server-based applications to distributed clients
 ⚪  b)   places all software on the client except for the data management functions

 ⚪  c)   places all functionality on the client, except data storage and management that is divided between client and server
 ⚪  d)   splits analysis functions between the client and server, leaving all presentation on the client and all data management

on the server

Q96: 
 

 
⚪  a)   a = 0, b = 1, c = 1, d = 0

 ⚪  b)   a = 0, b = 0, c = 1, d = 0
 ⚪  c)   a = 1, b = 1, c = 1, d = 1
 ⚪  d)   a = 0, b = 0, c = 0, d = 0

Q97: Which of the following is not a regular expression?
  

⚪  a)   [(a+b)*-(aa+bb)]*
 ⚪  b)   [(0+1)-(0b+a1)*(a+b)]*

 ⚪  c)   (01+11+10)*
 ⚪  d)   (1+2+0)*(1+2)*

Q98: Suppose the letters a, b, c, d, e, f has probabilities 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/32 respectively. Which of the following is
the Huffman code for the letter a, b, c, d, e, f?

  
⚪  a)   0, 10, 110, 1110, 11110, 11111

 ⚪  b)   11, 10, 011, 010, 001, 000
 ⚪  c)   11, 10, 01, 001, 0001, 0000
 ⚪  d)   110, 100, 010, 000, 001, 111

Q99: The following SQL is which type of join ?
 SELECT CUSTOMER_T. CUSTOMER_ID, ORDER_T. CUSTOMER_ID, NAME, ORDER_ID FROM CUSTOMER_T,

ORDER_T WHERE CUSTOMER_T. CUSTOMER_ID = ORDER_T. CUSTOMER_ID
  



 
⚪  a)   Equi-join

 ⚪  b)   Natural join
 ⚪  c)   Outer join

 ⚪  d)   Cartesian join

Q100: What is the Q output of a J-K flip-flop with J = 1 and K = 1 and a 20 kHz clock input?
  

⚪  a)   Constantly LOW
 ⚪  b)   Constantly HIGH
 ⚪  c)   A 20 kHz square wave

 ⚪  d)   A 10 kHz square wave

Q101: The array representation of a complete binary tree contains the data in sorted order. Which traversal of the tree will
produce the data in sorted form?

  
⚪  a)   Preorder

 ⚪  b)   Depth first
 ⚪  c)   Postorder

 ⚪  d)   Level order

Q102: 
 

 
⚪  a)   Infinite Loop

 ⚪  b)   99 99 99
 ⚪  c)   99 98 97
 ⚪  d)   2 2 2

Q103: Which of the following testing techniques ensures that the software product runs correctly after the changes during
maintenance?

  
⚪  a)   Path Testing

 ⚪  b)   Integration Testing
 ⚪  c)   Unit Testing

 ⚪  d)   Regression Testing



Q104: A noiseless 3 KHz Channel transmits bits with binary level signals. What is the maximum data rate?
  

⚪  a)   3 Kbps
 ⚪  b)   6 Kbps
 ⚪  c)   12 Kbps
 ⚪  d)   24 Kbps

Q105: The number of tokens in the following C statement is
 printf("i = %d, &i = %x", i, &i);

  
 
⚪  a)   3

 ⚪  b)   26
 ⚪  c)   10
 ⚪  d)   31

Q106: Consider a virtual memory system with FIFO page replacement policy. For an arbitrary page access pattern, what
will be the effect of increasing the number of page frames in main memory?

  
⚪  a)   Always decrease the number of page faults

 ⚪  b)   Always increase the number of page faults
 ⚪  c)   Sometimes increase the number of page faults

 ⚪  d)   Never affect the number of page faults

Q107: Where a packet is sent, when you ping the loopback address?
  

⚪  a)   On the network
 ⚪  b)   Down through the layers of the IP architecture and then up the layers again

 ⚪  c)   Across the wire
 ⚪  d)   Through the loopback dongle

Q108: In a Dequeue, after performing these set of operations, what does the final list look like? 
InsertFront(10);

 InsertFront(20);
 InsertRear(30);

 DeleteFront();
 InsertRear(40);
 InsertRear(10);
 DeleteRear();

 InsertRear(15);
 display ();

  
 
⚪  a)   10 30 10 15

 ⚪  b)   20 30 40 15
 ⚪  c)   20 30 40 10
 ⚪  d)   10 30 40 15

Q109: In which of the following, a separate schema is created consisting of that attribute and the primary key of the entity
set.

  
⚪  a)   A many-to-many relationship set

 ⚪  b)   A multi valued attribute of an entity set



⚪  c)   A one-to-many relationship set
 ⚪  d)   A many-to-one relationship set

Q110: Consider module M which is a serial integration of two sub-modules A and B having cyclomatic complexities of 10
and 8 respectively. What is the cyclomatic complexity of the integrated module M? 

  
⚪  a)   19

 ⚪  b)   17
 ⚪  c)   20
 ⚪  d)   22

Q111: You have a class A network address 10.0.0.0 with 40 subnets, but are required to add 60 new subnets very soon. You
would like to still allow for the largest possible number of host IDs per subnet. Which subnet mask should you assign?

  
⚪  a)   255.240.0.0

 ⚪  b)   255.248.0.0
 ⚪  c)   255.252.0.0
 ⚪  d)   255.254.0.0

Q112: In a complete k-ary tree, every internal node has exactly k children or no child. The number of leaves in such a tree
with n internal nodes is:

  
⚪  a)   nk

 ⚪  b)   (n - 1) k+ 1
 ⚪  c)   n( k - 1) + 1
 ⚪  d)   n(k - 1)

Q113: Using the SQL GROUP BY phrase with a SELECT statement can help detect which of the following problems?
  

⚪  a)   The multi value, multi column problem
 ⚪  b)   The inconsistent values problem

 ⚪  c)   The missing values problem
 ⚪  d)   The general-purpose remarks column problem

Q114: A computer has a 256 Kbyte, 4-way set associative, write back data cache with block size of 32 Bytes. The processor
sends 32-bit addresses to the cache controller. Each cache tag directory entry contains, in addition to address tag, 2 valid
bits, 1 modified bit and 1 replacement bit. The number of bits in the tag field of an address is

  
⚪  a)   16

 ⚪  b)   11
 ⚪  c)   14
 ⚪  d)   27

Q115: Let various levels of cohesion of software modules be denoted by C, T, S and F as given below:
 C: Coincidental

 F: Functional
 S: Sequential
 T: Temporal

  
Which of the following ordered tuples represent correct ordering from weakest to strongest level of cohesion?

  
 
⚪  a)   < T, S, C, F >



⚪  b)   < C, T, S, F >
 ⚪  c)   < C, T, F, S >
 ⚪  d)   < C, S, F, T >

Q116: What is the value of following recurrence? 
T(n) = 5T(n/5) + sqrt{n}, T(1) = 1, T(0) = 0

  
 
⚪  a)   Theta (n)

 ⚪  b)   Theta (n^2)
 ⚪  c)   Theta (sqrt(n))

 ⚪  d)   Theta (nlogn)

Q117: Consider the following C declaration
 struct { 

 short s[5];
 union { 

 float y; 
 long z; 
 }u; 

 } t; 
Assume that objects of the type short, float and long occupy 2 bytes, 4 bytes and 8 bytes, respectively. The memory
requirement for variable t, ignoring alignment considerations is

  
 
⚪  a)   22 bytes

 ⚪  b)   14 bytes
 ⚪  c)   18 bytes
 ⚪  d)   10 bytes

Q118: Consider the following doubly linked list: head-1-2-3-4-5-tail
 What will be the list after performing the given sequence of operations? Node temp = new Node(6,head,head.getNext());

 head.setNext(temp);
 temp.getNext().setPrev(temp);

 Node temp1 = tail.getPrev();
 tail.setPrev(temp1.getPrev());
 temp1.getPrev().setNext(tail);
  

 
⚪  a)   head-6-1-2-3-4-5-tail

 ⚪  b)   head-6-1-2-3-4-tail
 ⚪  c)   head-1-2-3-4-5-6-tail

 ⚪  d)   head-1-2-3-4-5-tail

Q119: Find the SQL statement below that is equal to the following: SELECT NAME FROM CUSTOMER WHERE STATE
= 'VA';

  
⚪  a)   SELECT NAME IN CUSTOMER WHERE STATE IN ('VA');

 ⚪  b)   SELECT NAME IN CUSTOMER WHERE STATE = 'VA';
 ⚪  c)   SELECT NAME IN CUSTOMER WHERE STATE = 'V';

 ⚪  d)   SELECT NAME FROM CUSTOMER WHERE STATE IN ('VA');

Q120: In an unweighted, undirected connected graph, which algorithm computes the shortest path from a node S to every
other node most efficiently, in terms of time complexity?



 
⚪  a)   

 
⚪  b)   

 
⚪  c)   

 
⚪  d)   


